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The deadline for filing in the N3F election for 1969 President and Direetorate
August 1st. Official notice of this is being given in the May TNFF, but in case
you do not see this, I am summarizing. it here also.
Any member of the N3F may file for office by writing to the Secretary-Treasurer,
with cop,y to the President,. stating his intention to run for Director or President,
and indicating tis willingness to serve i f elected to that office. 1969 dues must be
paid up by the filing deadline to be listed on the ballot.
Platforms are optional, and may be sent to the TNFF editor by the same August
1st deadline, for publication in the August TNFF • No later platfonns will be pub- .
lished in TNFF, although other means of campaigningare always open. Platforms are
limited to one printed page, and must contain no l i bel or obscenity. They will not
be edited, but will be returned for correction if they do not meet above conditions.
Filing may begin at any time from now till August 1st (postmark date). Don't
wait till the last minute.
is

Donald Franson, President, N3F
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Hurray for "Star Trek!" Maybe now theytll extend that "five year mission." And
the shows are improving, too. I just saw r'The Ultimate Computer" tonight. Great,
just greatt I think one improvement is the fact that they're not using so many Bloch
scripts.

Bantam ts Star. Trek 2 wasn't as good as 1, but then 1 wasn 1 t great either. I
think Blish condenses them too much. I would much rather seethe adaptations length-·
.ened (giving better opportunity for characterization) and have fewer stories, i f need
be.
And finally I come to the real purpose of this letter. Although a two year member of N3F, I have only recently joined one of the bureaus. The Tape Bureau, to be
exact. And I have already discovered an ailment in the bureau that needs a remedy
I donft believe the head of this bureau should have to pay for the raw tape used to
produce the bureau's master copies. I don't believe there's anything in the By Laws
about the individual bureaus not being able to charge separate dues, and I don't believe this money should be drawn from the N3F treasury. So I'm making a suggestion
to be kicked around: that it be left up to the members of the individual bureaus
whether or not to charge separate dues. I certainly would.. Afterall, it will mean
more master tapes, thus more selections available to the membership.
Anyone who has a science fiction tape collection, or any science fiction tapes,
please contact me. I would be able to pay a little for just about anything you have,
provided it's in fair condition. I will also trade tapes, i f anyone is interested.
Also I would be grateful to anyone who could tell me about Southern Fandom, particularly the area between Jacksonville, Florida and Atlanta, Georgia.

//I.would say, .Al, that I am disappointed that Star Trek was r en ewed.
I 1ikod tho show at first,
but find lat el y it is r eally not worth saving. It could bo a good outlot for science fiction on TV but tho barrel of ideas in Mr. Roddenberry's attic must have run dry. Rather than
call on tho pros of stf he ha s chos en to uso scripts from what I assume
are Wost Coast TV hacks, having hoard of nono of them, Also, tho show
is bogim1ing to got repetitious. Off hand I can think of several ideas
which have boon usod again and again: 1)) the captain and one or moro
members of tho crow are trapped on the ground by a "force'' which has
cut them off from communications from the ship. Once i t was 11 Apollo",
another time it was "the buoatiful people" who tended their deity in a
cave. Etc, 2) the captain and one or more members of tho crew are
trapped on tho ground by a culture which just happens to be a dupllcat c
of some past Earth cul turo. Once it · was Nazi Germany, another time it
was gangland America of the 1920's, yet again decadent Rome, another
time it was Greece, Had enough? 3) "The Ultimate Comput er• vrhJ.ch you
thought so groat v:as tho third time around for t hat theme. Twicebefore (perhaps more, I have. boon missing the show latoly, and not mlssing it!) Spock "talked" a computer out of a fre e ze condition harmful" to
tho ship and crew by convincing it it was not acting logically:
to
thine own circuits bo true..."
as it were. Anyway, the serie s has had
a few good shows, but seems to be worked out. And will stay that way
until they turn some stf wri tors loo so on the show. There are many
worthwhile stories just waitingfor adaptation,
.
As for the bureaus charging; there is nothing says you canlt contrJ.bute
to the bureau if you f oel it in your bonos. But if ther e is onough
activity in a bureau to maintain itself with it s own duo s it should become an independent club on it s own Itll probably get shot at plenty
for this opinion, ghl//

Linda Eyster
J

.

1610 Belvedere Boulevard /Silver Spring, Md. 20902
First, I think the Fanclubs Bureau sounds like an excellent idea. Last year we
tried to start up a club here at Carnegie-Mellon University (formerly Carnegie Tech,)
and it just didn't gel. The trouble: APATHY. The meetings got more and more interesting and were attended by fewer and fewer people. With courage, fortitude, and
hope we tried again this year. Bluck! 20 people or so came, but few had heard of
fandom and few even cared. One N3F member came and he was like a ray of sunshine in
the darkness. He actually had something to say., Perhaps the Fanclubs Bureau has
some suggestions as to how to activate people. Do any of you? HELP, we've got another meeting coming up.
Secondly, has anyone considered the possibility of a Heinlein Bureau? Several
people have mentioned to me the possibility of forming a fanzine or group devoted
just to Heinlein. I think this is a very good idea, for Heinlein's writing is, and
has been the impetus for much controversial writingo If Tolkien 1s saga can support a
gigantic group, why not Heinlein's multi-faceted works?
I am presently just too busywith the CMU club, my own fanzine (Granfalloon),
and schoolwork to start such a project. Also I !m not yet too familiar with N3F 's
inner workings, but I would actively support such a group if formed. Anyone interested? .And at Nycon I heard something about a Heinlein "cult," anyone know of this
or any other Heinlein groups?
I was glad to s ee TB 48 had much space devoted to SF discussion. I diSagree
with Joe Drapkin very much about Why Call ThenBack From Heaven. I think this is one
of Simak's best. Maybe freezing people is an old plot, but Simak used it in a new
way to show the economy of the world. In Simak 's world everyone saved only for the
future, so that the person who awoke would be rich. I think this is possible, though
perhaps a little extreme, for notice how many people scrimp and save for their children. My own grandparents, for instance, refuse to buy new furniture, good food, etc.
but prefer to let their $10,000 sit in the bank so it can be an inheritance for their
children when they die. In fact , how about Heaven for best novel nomination ? I
found the plot so engrossing I read it straight through something I don 't usually
do,
Simon Goldsmith I 'm not sure too many books had poets as main characters,, but
hundreds have had authors of one type or another.. Jubal in Stranger in a Strange
Land was a poet, playwrite,
and nove lest,, Many short
stories have novelists as the
protagonist4 And, of course, ye old newspaper reporter shews up quite frequentlye
Does anyone know what Worldcon is mentioned in Life? And which ish of Life that
is? Also~. have there been anyother articles on cons of fandom in major mainstream
mags?

//It is indeed · odd

that fan groups form about some authors and not
other s. Still, Tolkien :i.s widlely read out side of " fandom as arc peo~
plo like clarke and Asimov and can draw therefore on a larger and more
single-minded groupo
Arc you willing to dovoto your life to one author
when there are so many good ones around ghl//

216 E. Tibet Road /Columbus, Ohio
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Jay Kinney 1 s comment is all too true, and reflects a problem that should be
cleared up as soon as possibleo I got something like three copies of one TB not too
long ago and a couple of other local fen never did get theirs
Since Janie does the

mailing (or at least she seems to get the blame since it's her return address), I 1d
suggest that she and you get together by mail and iron out some_more foolproof method
of ensuring correct distribution to all Neffers. And Jay seems awfully bitter about
stf for its own sake in his letter; I wonder vrhy? True, a steady diet of anything
soon pales, but I don't feel that stf is a steady diet. Granted that not many people
can restrict a ll of their comments all of the time to stf, I still don't think that
it should be ignored after the first six months in fandom.
I'd also like to know what became of the Overseas Bureau and of Paul J. Willis,
who was running it. I joined the OB over a year ago, and never heard a thing from
Paul after exchanging a couple of notes with the man.
I'd also support raising the dues to a flat $2.00 all 'round. The point's been
covered before, but why penalize the new Nefferby making him pay higher dues? It
does tend to discourage some, you know,, And it looks rather snobbish, to me at
least.
Speaking of money, is there any legal way for the N3F to subsidize a Bureauzine?
I'm planning to put one out, but I'm going to have somewhat of a bother paying for
more than one in a great while (conventioneering is an expensive game, you know). If
the N3F can't (or won't) subsidize, is there any law that says I can't charge the
members of my Bureau for the thing if they and I agree on the matter internally? Don
and Stan- let's have an opinion from you.
Gary, where'd you get your incorporation cost figures? I 1ve gone through the
routine twice, and it ran me a grand total of $25.00 each time. The papers are free·
from the Secretary of State's Office, and the only fee necessary is the filing fee,
which is that $25 I mention. This . of . course, is true only in Ohio, and only for a
non-profit corp. If I remember my law right, the N3F would also qualify for exemption from Federal income taxes (corporate) under IRS Code Sec. 501 (c) (?), which
covers "social clubs" and is the one I used both times. If the N3F shows any interest in becoming a Corporation, I'll see exactly what we 1d have to do to file in this
state as ·a "foreign corporation." One problem would be in .defining the location -of
the business offices, since the officers change pretty regularly. Bulk rate is someodd figure like 1.75 cents an item for non-profit organizations, but I'd have to
check with the USPOD before I went on about the rules.
Gary Pullins has a good point on the content of the new member packet. From
what I remember of what was in mine, very little of it was useful, then or now. And
the sheets for the various bureaus is an excellent idea - I 1 ll have one on the Tape
Bureau ready in the next couple of weeks. Now, who do I send it to for mass distribution? You? J anie? Who?
The Tape Bureau is interested in hearing from anyone who1 s interested in taping.
I've already got about 7 fen who 1 re willing to start a Tape Robin, so that should be
underway shortly. The tape library is in pretty sad shape, since I don 1 t have more
than a dozen tapes at best. Contributions, anyone? Con recordings, or scripts of
radio-tv shows, etc. The Bureauzine (REPLAY) will be out in the next three weeks,
barring accidents. REPLAY will be about half Tape Bureau matter, and half mutterings
from me, at least for the first ish. But, since I'm footing the bill, subsequent ish
may go more to a genzine format, with contributions (only those I like, though) and
LoG's welcomed. I plan to distribute copies to anyone who's contacted me about the
Bureau by then, plus about 15 copies to the FCH, and some to Art Hayes and the Directorate.
Marcon III will be history by the time this sees print, but there may be tapes
of the proceedings available afterwards, depending on what goes on there. And I may
turn out some sort of conrep, i f Jay Kay Klein doesn 'T come to do a better job of it .
And the ¢con (the Columbus bid for the 1969 Worldcon) still lives. Publicity
and so forth on it will be hitting the zines soon, and keep watching our ads in the
Baycon PR for other news of us. By the way, support the Baycon, and I 1d like to see
all of youthere at the ¢con bid party.

3

//If ·you have a write up of your Bureau you csn ho.v.e it published in
TNFF, I suppose. Th2.t is a one shot, of course. If it is to be published by the club r,nd sent to nm·r uenbers you should subuit it' to the
Director.2te. If approved there , it vill be published and sent on to
Jnnie. Other\'lise, you can publish it yourself and send to anyone asking about the Buroc;.u. ghl//
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the fore-runner

of Tl\1FF, from "Astonishing Stories", Feb-

" ••• this publication is interesting as nresenting the story of a new
fan organization that is live-wire and working for the consolidation of
science fiction fan activities. At present, too much of the magazine
is taken up with the organizational problems of the club -- inevitable
as long as it's in a formative stage ••• "
If the word "new" had teen edited out, you could a]most pass the review off as
a current one. In a way, with new activities being formed, the N3f is still in a ·
"formative stage" -- still evolving -- but the review stands almost as a condemnation
of the present quality of TNFF. Incredible; after 25 years of experience, the same
criticism is perfectly valid. Obviously, progress is not our most important product.
It recently dawned on me that two of the most boring publications in fandom -T~WF and Tightbeam --also have one of the largest
readerships. Very few fanzines
have over 1 C0-150 readers, yet "our" magazines reach about 400 fans. Because of this
_ T~WF -should be a showcase for fan-writing and not a rag-tag collection of information
scraps and cast-off material.
I'm not proposing that T~PF start duplicating the efforts of other fanzines, and
it would be rather unrealistic to make it over into a total genzine; that's not its
function. But there's nothing wrong with a genuinely interesting material for a
change, and shedding the utilitarian grayness. With such fine duplication and such a
large pool of talent in which to dip, Tl\WF can take on a visual and intellectual attractiveness not often equalled and rarely bettered.
R&R, R&B, classical, jazz-and-whatever-else music fans: contribute record reviews. Bookworms and collectors: news and reviews of recently published fantasy and
SF. Film buffs: news and reviews. George H. tvells: contribute Outrageous Political
Opinions. .Artists: instead of Crud Stories Nonthly with its under-100 readership,
contribute to 400-plus Tl\WF-with-the-clear-clean-reproduction. Writers: generally
speaking, articles pay almost the same (and often more) as full-length SF paperbacks;
why not polish your style in Tl\WF --you do like to write don't you? There's nothing
like uriting articles to teach you word-economy and make your work more efficient,

275 McMane Ave.
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Berkely Heights, N.J.

07922

think it is high time some one publicly took notice of the erosion that is
place in the standards of "Star Trek." Last year, I was proud to answer a fan
to keep this program on the air. This year, a similar appeal went unheeded b.Y
had reason for my change of heart.

It has distressed me greatly during the past six months to see the change that
has come about. Latel;y, "Star Trek" seems to be degenerating into another "Time Tunnel." Recent episodes have concerned (1) Roaring Twenties gangsters transplanted to
another planet, (2) Nazi Germany t~ansplanted to another planet, (J) Degenerate Yankees and Chinese Communists transplanted to another planet, (4) The Roman Empire
transplanted to another planet, etc.~ ad nauseum. All this is justified in the name
of "convergent evolution" of course -- Darwin must be spinning in his grave.
Episodes dealing in any hard science fiction are few and far between, and when
they appear, they generally lack even a sense of drama, let alone a sense of wonder.
There is an increasing air of flippancy and cynicism, with banal concessions to faddish tastes -- like having a Russian hippie written into the series (I don't mind
Russians -- but make them more the caliber of Tsiolkovsk,y, for cr,ying out loud). We
have a badly plagiarized Berserker-type story qy Spinrad (who thinks he 1 s a writer
1 cause Ellison tells him so) and too much outright fantasy by Bloch.
About the only
really entertaining episode this year was "The Trouble with Tribbles," probably because it served as comic relief from the general mish-mash.
l'Iaybe Roddenberry just has poor material to work '\vith. If so, it's a shame. If
he is hoping to increase his audience by imitating Irwin Allen, it would do him well
to remember what happened to "Tinre Tunnel." And if he has simply forgotten what good
SF means, maybe it 1 s time he took a refresher course from "The Shape of Things to.
Corne" and "Destination r1oon." The frarr.ework of "Star Trek" has been preserved, I admit, and that still makes it a better SF series than anything else on the airwaves.
But just a skeleton isn't enough-- you've got to have flesh and blood, too.
Jerry Kaufman is no doubt the great grandchild of the generation that thought,
around 1900, that science was "played out" and that SF (or "scientific r6man6es," as
I believe such stories were then known) was a waste of time. Scien_ce fiction does
not need to 11 catch up11 \>lith the 11rtJainstream" -- it's - the "mainstre?.i,ri:" ·that needs to
catch up with SF. Ellison, unfortunately~ has nothing to contrib~te ·to the field,
nor do most of his followers. Hard science will still be of vital importance 100
years --or a thousand, or a million-- from now, long after Elij;_son 1s "dangerous
visions" are of interest only to psychiatrists analyz-ing the "Crazy Years~"

//Thm1k you for bc>.cking ne up on "Sto..r Trelr," py initial
was alrc2dy run off before your letter arrived. ghl//

)-\ l J'.JJ )-\

blnst at it
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463 Park Drive / Boston, Mass.

02215

Measuring human traits and abilities is a job that is best handled by statistics. Very useful outcomes appear if it is done right. · If you doubt that, consider
how easy it is, nowdays, to buy a pair of shoes that fit and feel great, clothes all
ready to wear, and consider also that the right kind of educated guesswork can steer
people into work they like, and away from jobs theytd hate.

//I · 2.lvrnys folt those vrorl{ pl2cenent tests

were a lot of bunk, nyself.
Yes, I 1 d be hapyy to tclre your little test. The offer to do free u~~
eo \vork · is still open (no tru{ers yet) but be sure to use Ge.stetncr
stencils. Hy n o.chinc is a Gestetnor; it takes a special stencil!!!
And please include postage for the return trip. ghl//
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Nerritt? Ech I !
Great idea, this dues hike. Seriously, I don't see how the N3F has gotten along
without raising them before now. And how about dues for the individual bureaus? 'It
seems like a number of them could use it.
I was wondering i f it might be possible to make the winning entries of the stor,v
contest available each year to the members of N)F •. Somewhere I've heard that Galaxy
buys the winning story each year. Is this true? · If they don't, or if for some other
reason it doesn't see print, each member should get a copy of it. Maybe it can be
worked like this: those members who write to the head of the story contest and send
anywhere from 30 to 50 cents to cover mimeo and postage, receive a copy of the winning story. I don't know about anyone else, but I would be very interested in seeing
just what wins this yearly contest.
Rick Norwood: I hear tell you have quite a collection of SF tapes. Would you
be interested in selling me some of your masters or copies of them?
Robert Gtrsman: Quite the contrary. There can never be enough freedom of press.
The press is merely a form of communication, and as such it is the statement of the
thinking man's views. 11ithout an opportunity for man to compare his views and ideas ,
against those of another, man eventually stagnates and degenerates into the closedminded, non-thinking hypocrite that makes up the majority of the world's population.
Fandom is quite unique in this respect. It generates correspondence and other forms
of a~unication and allows a free-flowing exchange of ideas between individuals.
Because of this, fandom is very much alive and vital; far more so than any other
organization that has its members spread over such a large geographical area.
-Of course we can be influenced by what we read. P~ter all, isn't that what it's
all about? But, in quite a few cases, we are not "subtly" influenced, as you put it.
No, our views are often very profoundly changed by what we read. Do you think that
the Communist Manifesto had a subtle or profound result on the populace of Eurasia,
and, to a lesser but still large extent·, the world?
//You got tuo letters this tine , iU• But don't vTrit c n e 20 days a ft e r
the first one ond say 11 dontt use it, 11 it 1rms o.lrea dy s t en ciled and run
off. ghl//
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Jerry Kaufman is right. If the N3F got too big it would be crushed by its own
weight.. I 1m sure that we get enough new members from conventions and members telling
their friends about the club.
As for new member packets, mine seemed pretty complete. I would appreciate a
copy of the N3F constitution. By the way, what are those strips of paper with the
N3F insignia on them for?
If :I>Tr. Roland wants the Feb. '67 W.O.T. he should try a back-issue dealer.
What has .Hike Zaharakis got against the artwork in If? It is worse elsewhere.
For example, see the Narch Analog and the April Amazing.
Final]y, 'twas said at the last Philadelphia S .F. Society meeting that a new
Fantasy magazine is coming out from Galaxy Publishing Corp~ and it is to be edited by
Lester del Rey. This was announced qy Fred Pohl at the Open ESFA con in Newark and
he doesn't know the title yet. It is my opinion that we can start looking for it in
a year or two.
.r~
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Tackett, are you mad? The Time-Jii.tachined Saga for a Hugo? (And by the way,, is
that Time--mac-hin-ed, the folk of the .titne machine, or time-mac-hined, past participle of to time-machine?) lYiyself' Itm rooting for Mark Geston 1s Lords of the Starship for Novel, and Anne MacCaffrey's Weyr Search (distinctly superior) for Novelette, and I alreaqy lean towards Laffert y's. Past Master for next year.
I disagree with Rick Norwood that SWann's tunes are hard to sing. I have found
his settings for "The Road Goes Ever On," and "In \vestern Lands" to be quite the re...
verse, even if I'm not up to " Nararie." The songbook is indispensable for the El~
daring linguists-- the Professor's analysis of the two long Elvish poems should .settle some of the arguments about Eldarin cases 1 and give some more tantalizing glimpses
of the Silmarillion. I hope he lives long enough to finish it; I seem to be some
sort of a jinx, since my favorite authors ·
Co s. Lewis, Cordwainer Smith, T. H.
White -- have been dying off right and left.
Speaking of Tolkien, someone suggested to me that we collaborate on a biblio~
graphyfindex/catalogue of all articles, artwork, and whatnot involving Tolkien. The
instigator chickened out -- rant! rant! -- but I was hooked on the idea. I take the
trouble of mentioning it because I am sure nothing short of a fandom-wide appeal will
enable me to collate all fanzine articles • Anyhow, the work will take a long tjme,
perhaps as long as the Silmarillion, which the Valar forbid.
And speaking of Lewis, could the seroni of Out of the Silent Planet have been
influenced by the Ents? And does anyone knol.v anything about Lewis 1 one-time projected collaboration with Tolkien?
Jurgen is the only one of Cabell's books still listed as in print, and that is
in at least half a dozen editions due to the stink it created -- I vaguely recall the
scandal was engineered qy one of Cabell's friends for publicity~ I wish he'd done
the same with some of the other books, since Pdictesme contains so many other more
interesting characters such as King Alfgar of Ecben, or the enigmatic Horvendile,
"the Devil 1s Clerk.,"
What's happened to Analog? There hasnrt been any really good stuff for the last
quarter, since the conclusion of Dragonrider~ Gripe, gripeo

12051 Laurel Terrace / Studio City: Calif o

91604

Lewis Grant offers good advice: Hhen confronted with a monolithic power block
(}~B), find the cracks and joints; that is, good advice if you really want to do
something about ito But before you do that, it is well to ask a few questions. One
question worth asking about political and economic structures and your place in them
is: ' ''How much bette r could it be?" This one is asked by nearly everyone. But it is
only one question; there are others. Such as: "Given my capacity to foul up everything, how much worse could it be ?11 "Given my capacity to foul things up, how much
of the problem am I going to contribute while contributing my solution?" And another:
"Although by definition I am l.Jiser than those now in charge, what is it that I have
left out of my analysis?"

1

Now asking questions like ~hese requires a certain degree of honesty, and for
that matter, an awareness that no one head, not even your own, contains ali wisdom.
It also implies enough honesty to go out and find out whether or not the solution you
are hung up on has ever been tried before, and if so, with what results. Item. We
are now advised that we need an income tax surcharge, because, among other things,
the pockets of the taxpayers and put it to government, which will not be as likely to
spend it on 1mports. Interesting. Partially true, but only partially; but the fascinating part is that not more than three years ago, we were told that a TAX CUT
would aid our balance of payments problem, b,v stimulating the economy. The same people, more or less, at least representatives of the same political persuasion told us
both; whether becaus~ they believe the public memory is short, or their own is rather
shorter, I am not informed.
this tax increase will aid our balance of payments problem; it will take money out of
Examples of this sort are, of course, not quite as common as I would like them;
history is a ·little less generous with giving us answers, usually, But we can take
other items. Such as: we are now told that we need to manipulate our monetary, as
opposed to our fiscal, policy to "fine tune" the economy. Excellent. But I recall
that when the proponents of the New Economics announced our salvation not all that
long ago -- when Kenneqy came in -- we were told that manipulation of monetary policy
was a thing of the past -- we need to manipulate the fiscal policy to get the economy
moving • Hmmm.
After a time I begin to believe that the purpose of the great economic tuners is
to set up agencies for them to control; or am I unduly cynical? Is it mere cynicism
which causes me to note, truthfully, I am forced to say, that the War on Poverty
has mostly benefitted already well paid administrators?
But of course it will be different when the Saints come to their own; and by
definition, each new proposer of a new idea is a member of the Saints. The last ones
only THOUGHT they were.
So, Nr. Grant offers good advice; but I will add to it: don't chip away at the
MPB until you have asked it, and yourself, more than one or two questions.

I /The real truth of the r.mttor seon s to be tha t nobody really lcno-v·rs how

to 11 regula te 11 an econony. I t is so int orlac8c1 vri th cause and Gffect
th2.t ther e is no one 11 lovor 11 to n ake it go f 2stor or slo\-J8r. lu1.d we
hc:.ve h ad a plus balence of pc.yn ents for y e c:.rs ex cept for tho amounts
given out by th8 govornnont in for ei gn aid. The truth is thD.t vJhon
a couple · of hundr ed horses run a r a c0 {the re 2re 306 r e co Gnized
countrie s, if you count r a dio pr cfi ~ unique to e o.ch 11 country") only
one horse vlins. We v.rere so busy helping the lo s ers cc:.tch up thc.t "theY
passed us up. ghl//

250 Crown Street / Brooklyn, N.Y.

11225

Pat Barnwell: There's always the Neofan's Guide, available for 25¢ from Juanita
Coulson, Route #3, Hartford City, Ind. 47348
Harry Warner, Jr.: "What about a bulk mailing permit? You have to mail about
200 pieces in each mailing, the original permit or license costs $15, with a $30 renewal fee yearly. Why not check with your friendly Post Office?
Speaking of fannish records, what about Chuck Rein's 45 rpm, with one of his own
songs, and another musical version of "In vlestern Lands," which I personally think is
superior to Swann 1s music? Available for $1.10 by mail from Pat Kelley Jr., 121
South Wickham Rd., Baltimore, Maryland 21229.

Jer~ Kaufman:

If you're interested in The Avengers, have you contacted Dick
Schultz (19159 Helen, Ietroit, Hichigan 48234) who's putting out En Garde (formerly
The Rigger Digger) a fanzine devoted to The Avengers, :Diana Rigg, et alia.
Simon Goldsmith: If you ever get into the Foul Den of IniqUlty,the Borough of
Brooklyn of the City of New York • . you might go to the Main Library of Brooklyn, where
they have most i f not all of the 11 Jurgen" books. .AND, aey NY state resident can. get
a free-absolutely;;;for-nothing library ·card in Bklyn, provided he bas identification,
like a driver's license, or an old gas bill, or Blue Cross card. That's the library
on Grand Army Plaza. (I used to work there ••• now I'm in a different branch, but I
.
·
remember seeing them there.)
Richard Delap: about a fanzine ·devoted to sf films - there's CI~mFANTASTIQUE,
which has a lot about monster and Star Trek, but seems to include material on general
sf/fantasy films. From Fred Clarke, 7470 Dive~sey, Elmwood Park, Illinois 60635.
Hey, Honorable Editor, do you REALLY want a copy of every fanzine NJF members
publish? I happen to be the co-editor of a little gem, SPOCKANALIA (tvhat were you
saying about people having Spokanalian tendencies?) and will send YOU a copy i f you
really·want (most people pay money, but for you.-•• )

I /Yes, I 1.vn.nt zines, but not just fron N3F rlGnbers.

The colunn in tho
bnclc of TB \·r ill review rcll zincs sent (Qnd send trc.dc copy). But it
isn 1t for ·"ne. 11 Revicvrs, o..s everybody kno·Hs a re for the reviewed. Yo\1
sure are a 11 plugger. 11 r;hl//

3135 Penn Ave. /Saint Louis, No~ · 63118
Voss is losse, twice
you der kover in keebing

welcone .//

der publisher uf der TEIDTBHEEM in der row. I'm zending
mitt der lokashun. / /Illos o..re 2.lvfc..ys vclconc,cr

Herr Kinney: i f you don't like der bureau shange to der shest uf drawers. Jah
your right, der Eeo must tage der furst shtep, · dey can tell you all aboudt it but dey
can't take you by der handt. Zo zorry I feel for you.
Herr Grant, he is right. But at least its as much dermocrazy as ve 1ll gedt. If
doze Anti-Viet-Na~mers vouldt exshpandt der energy to help der government to condinue
der fight mitt Communism inshtead of helping der kauz uf Communism by der uplawful
actions 1 ve von '·t haff any democrazy, der least liddle bit at all.
Herr Drapkin: Heinlein's "Gulf 11 is in der 80's. Herr Roland: Zum beeple zay
Einshtein is vun glazz uf beer, but ve know b.e dder. Und Herr Vagner is Stirring,
more jah.
Herr Rooney, Herr Gersman tells me alzo, he velcomed you to NJF, and for an audobiog he asked, and vich nodt yet he,. gedt., jah.
Herr Norton: i f der ballad ist der. zong, und der mallard ist der duck, den ist
der ballard a zinging duck?
.
Herr Couch: Herr Gersman says danke for der proof uf biz existance, as for der
Pro-Bolshevik .literature, he who eats mit der devil, must use der long spoon.
Frau Chaml:::erlain: Dotz Strange, I alvays taut, L.c. Schmidt vas a typenwriter,
not der bureau. Undt a bureau is der shest of drawers. Aboudt der prezzin bfzness,
do dey clean too 'i'
Herr Markshtein: variety is der shpize.

//Dcrll:s .. a lot fer der
sane tDJe. ~hl//

h a rd to

typo vcrds, boobie.

Try edi ting sonc

1223 Crofton Ave. / Waynesboro, Virginia

22980

Steve Rasnic: I hate to tell you, but if you are investing your time in reading
ubest sellers and other such reputable books 11 you are reading trash literature a
great deal of the time. Of course, I won 1 t get reallY'" vehement until the term
11 trash11 is defined ,
Or perhaps 11 trash" is a personal definition for each of us -- I
used to think SF was all trash. But certainly some of the recent "best sellers" meet
my personal concept of very trashy t rash.
John Roland: I 1m t oo neVi a member myself to have checked yet with those interested in f anzine art to know vJhether or not it would be helpful to have photographs a- '
vailable for various backgrounds to serve as guides oOf course , any artist has to have
imagination and originality , but I often find it helpful to use a photograph as a
guide in sketching . Italy would provide magnificent mountain scenery (Tolkien's
mountains?), African de ser t might be an i nspiration for those interested in sketching
backgrounds for Her be rt's Dune, etc o I have experimented with sketching fictional
characters on genuine photographic backgrounds (but of course ~ this type of illustration could be useful only to those posh faneds who have electronic stencilers at
their disposal)~ At any r at e , perhaps the fanart members could make use of photog~a
phic talent. ·

I / Actua lly , all fc:.neds hnv c

e lect r oni c s t encil0rs' 1 a t t he ir d i suo snl.·
The l a r ge con p o.ni es do i t fo r a chCLr ge (no D Vl1 ) ~ The "Jo.ch i nos s oi l fo r
a couple of thou sc.nd dolla rs (don r t quote f.w , I got an a d f o T one seve r al years c.go and thc. t \"I C..s the inp i' oss i on l oft ; Df'_ybe i t 112.s onl y ~
thous<:md)" Iu1y vo r k you do i n the futuro for Elo con be Den nnd i nk or
penc i l. Pho to s r2r el y cone out ri cht unlcs s t hey h::,_v o 2 ~ c rcc.t de8.l of
Gontras te c;hl//
11
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306 Francis

I

College Station, Texas

77840

Simon Goldsmith: The main character in Jewels of Aptor· b,y Samuel R. Delany (his
name was Geo) was a poet, and so is the main character in a short sto~ by Robert
Silverberg, "A Nan of Talent." Also, Leonard Nimoy sings quite well at his persopal
performances; I don't understand why his records don't come out near as well.
Speaking of Delany, eve~ time I read another sto~ of his, I am more and more
:impressed ~>Tith his talent. The first novel of his that I read was Ba,bel.17 which
didn't impress me too much, mostly because he included so many linguistic fallacies.
However, since then I've read The Einstein Intersection, The Ballad of Beta-2, and
the afore mentioned Jewels and I enjoy each successive one more.
And while I'm praising good books, let me mention Chthon by Piers Anthony. I
have never seen a review or any mentiorr of it in any pro or fan zine and I think it's
one of the best books that carr.e out in '67. It deserves at least a Hugo nomination.
I'm also interested in corresponding with Cordwainer Smith fans and would like a
complete collection of his stories. Does anyone know where I might find a copy of
his first book. I 1m not sure of the title, it's something like Atomsh. Someone at
~ycon had a
copy of it, but I never found him (her?). That man was a great writer
and unique. I wish he had started sooner and lived a lot longer.
If you like vampire stories, take a look at Dark Shadows weekday afternoons on·
ABC. They're peddling soap via vampires now and the housewives lick their lips when
Barnabus bites. The acting is soap opera level but it's improving and the writing
isn't bad at all. I watch it every time I get a chance. However, unlike the other
soaps, this one moves f ast and missing a couple of days can lose you a good bit of
the sto~.
Tara King will never replace Nrs .. Peel I I /I c..gr o e • t;hllI

21934 Millpoint AV'e •

I

Torrance, Calif.

90502

In answer t6 Simon Goldsmith's question abbut poets as major characters, I herew~th divulge: Delany's The J~w~ ls of Aptor (now reissued by Ace in its original
length) has Geo. the one-armed poet; his Baool.._f. 7 has as THE character Rydra ·Wong,
poetess; Zelazny Is This Immortal (" •••And-Gail He Conradt") has ·Phil; "To Behold the
Sun," and "Soft Come ' the Dragohs 11' (F&SF, December and -August, 1967, respective]¥), by
Dean Koontz have Arnishi, in the sun story 1 and 1-1are Iante and Holden Twain (yes, two
poets) in the other.
Incidentally• for those who have read the Koontz stories above, and possibly his
novelette in the February Fantastic, 11A Darkness in l'iy Soul," and enjoyed them, y ou
~ight be interest~d to know that he has sold already t vro novels
to Ace. Star Quest
anu The F~l~ ot:::z~e ,,Preary Nac~ine, Tv.ro books which ~ intend. to buy.
Aye on 1Iugo ffebfies. TaCkett rnent;l.oned The TJ.me...1'Ja<(h1ned S~ga. Well, I haven't read th.i s -- it was in Analog , and al though ""'i' do ~- bey 'every '\~~_ue, I rarely read
most of it beca.use, as Jerry Ka:urmari ,_?aid in #48 , it is fit only for computer engin..
eers, 1rJhich :r•m , :-'l!ot~ But I have ~ead Delany's The Ei11stetn Intersection, and it
seems ~ tlT1 not alone in 'my enjoyment ofl it (witnes·s JOhn Roland's letter). The second
and third (and four~h~ if you can stand greatne~s) readings prov~q to me what a genius Dela~ really' 1$, and ~hould s how anyone else that he is, up there with the very

JJ

best. If someone didn't enjqy this book it is probably because he didn't understand
it, and if he didn't understand it, it's because he failed to think as he read. Most
SF doesn 1 t require any thought on· the part of the reader, and this has bred unthinking readers. Happily, though, Delany and Zelazny and others are moving away from
this type of writing, for the betterment of the field. All of which is preface to:
DELANY 1S TEI DESERVES THE HT.DO!
And so-does Zelazny (novelette), Koontz (ss), Bode. I 1d be pleased to hear from
irate and otherwise objectors,
I very strongly disagree with Steve Rasnic when he says that you could better
invest your time with a "best-seller" or other such reputable book. Reading crap
like Valley of the Dolls is a waste of time, a poor investment, I agree with James
Corrick, an interesting correspondent of mine, when he says that best-sellers are designed to sell; they don't say anything, they don't entertain a thinking person, and
the writing is poor; they are designed merely to catch the reader. They use drugs,
sex, violence and other ways to do this. Besides, who makes a best-seller a bestseller? Are these people equipped to determine a good book from trash? In the main,
the answer is decided~ not. They buy a book because of its cover or publicity, and
they buy it to fill their dull lives. (Of course, all this is not true with every
best-seller; how about Tolkien and his classic "Lord of the Rings"?) A best-seller
will not find me buying it, unless it's better than 99.99% of a ll other best-sellers.
Joe Drapkin: there was nothing wrong v.rith Keyes expanding "Flmvers for Algernon"
into Flowers for Algernon. The latter did not bore me at any time, and it took me
but two sittings to complete it (because my eyes wouldn't stay open at one o'clock in
the morning), something "tvhich is an honor to Keyes. I, too, of course, await anxiously for the movie.
Speaking of sf movies, one which seems worth seeing is The Power. Another
(which hasn't been filmed yet) is Heinlein's Stranger; I hope the producers do a
good job on that one. It should be interesting to see how they handle certain scenes.
Re Pohl and his publishing a first every month, I say yes . If a writer is
pubbed in a prozine, he will certainly try harder next time (which he will have to do
since he won 1 t be a "first" anymore). Of course the firsts are gener a lly not as good
as the rest of the issue, but what do you want? Pohl's idea gives writers incentive,
and who knows? --that's the way some pretty fine people started (Larry Niven, for
one), and that 1s the way others will embark on a 1-vriting career in the future • I
hope Pohl does not drop this feature.
Mr. Goldsmith, I'm very interested in what ever you were talking about at the
end of your letter and would like to correspond. I would like to hear what you think
about TEI, say, Vw address should be somewhere at the beginning of my letter.

}J Jc~ J\ JYJ J.-\ J\J
708 20th St. / West Des Noines, Iowa 50265
V~ny things have happened over the past month.
I got a copy of the paperback
edition of The Playboy Book of Science Fiction and Fantasy. It is an extreme~ interesting book. A few that I really loved are "The Fiend" by Fred Pohl, this is a
nice little sexy stor.y about a tender of a star-ship who, on one of those 100 year
journeys, awoke this 16 year old girl from the deep freeze. Another good one is
11
Love Incorporated" by Sheckley, in this one Earth is the "entertainment" capitol of
the galaxy and one of its finest products is love. Of course not all the stories
have sex connected with 'em, just most of them.
Re nominations for the Hugos: I was going to nominate Time Slip by Leinster but
after rereading the rules I found that it is not the copywrite date that c0unts, but

J2

the date it vJas printed so I decided to nominate his earlier effort in that direction
The Time Tunnel. For the novellette I nominated "Flatlander," this was one of my
hardest decisions and I had four in close competition. They were: "Flatlander" by
Niven, "The Billiard Ball" by Asimov, "Starfrog" by Anderson, and "This Mortal Mountain" by Zelazny. For ss I nominated Bloch's "A Toy for Juliet" for obvious reasons •
I didn't keep records of the names of the S.T. shows so I couldn't nominate anything .
For Pro artist I nominated Bones tell even though he had only t1vo paintings by him . in
1967. I nominated Analog 'cause I like it. For t he Fan stuff I did not join fandom
til January 1968 so I had to guess on what was best. I nominated Yandro for best
fanzine, no fan writer, and Nike Zaharakis for f an artist 'cause I know he likes egoboo and I like him.

//vJhat a sel ec tion t e chni que!

ba sis of ·vJho..t you like .
·Hith it. shl/I

J c) .E

577 E. 91 St.

I

Of coUI'so ,

Te chnic2.l

Bfooklyn, N.Y.

the i dea is t o 11oni nato on 8
conlJ i tenco should h8VO nothing t o do

11236

Who is this guy Drupkin? Probably my t ypo, but if not I'll have to sue him for
plagerism. Anywho, I would like to comment on Alma Hill's letter. She is, of course,
refering to me. I did not say chores are a drag , I said the organization itself is a '
drag. She implies that I am unwilling to do any work myself. I must agree with her
there to some extent. I have r e ally no excuse, I just don't. However, t he adult
group in J:-T.Y .c. is very averse to having kids participate in Hensa mat t ers other than
teen rv;ensa matters. I feel that Mensa leadership has been, well, not so hot. Such
things as the editor of the ~~ensa Journal refering to the Mensa Journal as "this
learned Journal" sort of annoy me. However, there has just been an elect ion and i f
the party I voted for wins I have high hopes for reform~ For one thing the organization is a complete farce. We claim to be primarily interested in research and secondarily interested in Social matters. This is in the constitution. This is an absolute lie, practically no money is devoted to research. I am one of the few people
who bothers to request the Nensa Research Newsletter.
Isn't Simon Goldsmith John Goldsmith, or are both fathe r and son members? I've
been carrying on a correspondence with John. John won $4,000 in the Westinghouse
Scholarships which is only about the hardest in the country to win. Anyway , back to
SF.
I received a copy of Hugin and Nunin #4 from the IWAS . It 1 s put out by Labonte
and it's really not bad. Granfalloon #1: this looks like it will be a very good f a nzine. It's not bad now and it looks like it will get much better. There's one story
in it which I really can't decide about. It's either one of the best pieces of fan
work I have ever seen or the most childish story I ever read.
I think, as Fred Pohl said at the NYcon talking to a bunch of us, t hat Galaxy
deserves the Hugo more than If, as it is a higher quality mag .

2232 1.Virth Pl.

I

New Orleans, La.

70115

In fairness to whom did you leave out portions of Le1:.Jis J. Grant 1s letter? And
what prompted y ou to leave out portions of my own and John Guidry's letters? As anyone in NC\SFA who has edited my work in NOLAZINE (our 00) will testify , I am extremely
sensitive to any outside changes in my writing, in either form or content, and the

Jj

lett·e r of 11 mine 11 in TB 48 was changed in both. The form is .not of any particular
consequence, but the content, especially considering the fact that you left out practically eve~thing I liked, is.
What is this, a letterzine, or a ghl-makes-somewhat-humerous-comments-on-fr~g
ments-of-fans1-letters publication? When I write a letter for publication, I intend
it to be published in- full, in the exact 1-rords I used in writing it, and I include
this one.
I / Strik e one; the 2bov e iLrplies thc::_t i n sone \vay the l etter a s published in l2 s t i ss ue '~:m s not your vords . Vlith the e::ception of por~ions. of your
l etter 1:1hich ,_Jer e edit ed out, evoryt h i n t; 'I.Thich appear ed
J.l1 prJ.nt was e:cn,ctly vJho.t you ·u rot e .
c;hl/ I
I notice ttrat ' the· fragment of my letter you did publish contained an observation
that became false just a few days after I wrote it. That is, I started receiving
welcome letters~ Many, many of them. So I'd like to retract that statement right
now, and say instead that the welcome committee is an extremely efficient organization, and full of very friendly people Thanks again to everybody that wrote me.
I also notice that Joe Drapkin didn't like t<lhy Call Them Back From Heaven. Although I haven't read as much of Simak as he bas (just City, Here Gather the Stars
and a few shorts) and couldn't say whether this is t ypical--of him, I do know what I
like, and this is it. The society he imagines is realistic on the whole, although
possibly the complete control of the world qy Forever Center is a trifle far-fetched. '
But what else can happen? People are naturally going to invest in such a situation,
and it's possible that Forever Center -.;. rould be regarded as the best safeguard (although I can 1t see why; I probably would have stashed my money away against the depression that was sure to result when everyone else did the same), and would come to
control most of the world 1s wealth. And wealth is power, especially if it 1 s measured
in percent of the world's total instead of in dollars. Given the situation as Simak
saw it, it was inevitable that whoever represented the best apparent hedge would become master of the world~ It convinced me.
I'll also disagree with Joe on Flowers for Algernon. I didn't read the novelet
but it seems to me it must have been more than expanded. It must have been added to,
since all that beautiful emotion, pathos, etc. could never have been crammed into
less space than it was. I really felt for Charlie Gordon, and that's more than I can
say for the hero of anY novelet I•ve-ever read.
Interjecting here-for a line of discussion that's been going on a small acale
for a couple of issues now, I think i f TB were monthly, ther e: l.J'ould be enough mail to
fill it. There are certain people who write in to eve~ issue, and the discussion
generated 1..rould lead to other discussion faster. Besides, I 1m sure there are a certain number of members t-rho 1..rould write in about an issue, but their letters ~..rouldn 't
be printed for two months. By the time TB is almost ready-, the motivation is lost •
I'm not saying that the issues would be the same size as they are now, but they would
be more than half as big, and at least big enough to make it worth doing. I'd like
to see it tried for a while, just to find out i f there were any greater response.
Elinor Poland tells me she doesn't get any calls for Clarke's books at the
1
ber~. What 1s the matter? Doesn't anybody like him anymore? Personally, I think
he's the greatest sf writer of all time, and I can't understand why fans don't prefer him to Heinlein. Sure, Heinlein comes out with an occassional classic like
Stranger in a Strange Land (yes, Joe Drapkin, I do think Stranger is Heinlein's answer to that all time great fantasy classic you mentioned in TB 48), but the average
quality of his work is far below that. Clarke, on the other band (and Asimov who is
my second favorite), has never disappointed me, and I think even his "worst" stories
are far better than Heinlein's average.

Having alreaqy incurred the wrath of 90% of the NJF b.Y claiming that someone is
better than Heinlein, I might as well go ahead and ask those who voted for I~ ~s best
prozine whether they honestly thought it was the best, or had merely beeh bribed into
so voting by Pohl's "new author" policy. I myself cannot see why a magazine (Galaxy)
With the same publisher, same editor, and without the burden of having to choose the
best each month of a pile of worsts, should not win the Hugo instead. I mean, let's
face it. The two come off equal in quality in all respects except that "newaut}J.or"
story, and that story is invariably worse than any other story in either magazine
every month. But allowing a fan to "turn pro" each month sits well with fans, so the
inferior mag~zine of the two will Qontinue to win uhdeserved awards.
Well, I 1ve attacked two of this yearts Hugo winners, so why not go ahead and attack a third? Jack Gaughan, while he is an extremely talented artist when he takes
his time and does something right, usually ruins his work by hurrying through it·.;
I'm not sayirlg that he doesn't still come off well, not at all• It's only that when
fans vote with cheap Hugo ballots, they vote for him~ However, .when it comes to money~ that 1s another story. I was at one of the auctions at ~con when a Creepy cover
came up for bid. The auctioneer said something along the order of 11 Here is a Jack
Gaughan painting. Welil start at $20. 11 Scmeone with a bored voice bid the $20, and
there was silence for a while • Just as he was about to say "Sold," however, somebody called out 11 That 's not Jack Gaughan; it ts a Gray Mbrrow." , Immediately a $25 bid
was made, and the painting finally went for $35. I thbught it was ah insult to Jack
Gaughan, who is a really nice guy and a talented artist, but it shows how the fans
feel when money is at stake. Nobody wanted to pay much for it when they thought it
was his, but it went higher as a Gray Morrow.

//Anybody who buys a ·painting by the name is, generally sp eaking, a
fool. I, personally, like Jack•s vmrk. P.s. "edt it, v.t. To superintend the publication of; to prepare, as a book or paper, for the public eye, by vJriting, correcting, or selecting the matter; to conduct or
manage, as a periodica lo 11 We bster r s New T\ventieth Century Dictionary,
Unabridged. ghl//

A note from your editor: Please note the change of address. Due to a great lack of
time the fanzine reviews promised for this issue (I think I promised) will have to be
delayed. Perhaps I 1 ll get them out as an NJF special. However~ I thank you for your·
patience in advance . See you all in July.

Tightbeam is the letter column of the National Fantasy Fan Federation, edited and
published by Gary H. Labowitz 1 1100 Betzwood Drive, Norristown, Pa. 19401. Tightbeam
is distributed free to members and is published on odd numbered months. Deadline for
letters is the 20th of the month preceding the month of publication (postmark date).
Cover illustration by Jack Gaughan.
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